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The New York School archetype of the heroic downtown artist, often noted for his tempestuous, irrepressible 

genius, has long come in for scrutiny. This has arrived in varied forms, from artistic lampooning to renewed 

critical and historical attention to those who may fit less neatly into such narratives. 

Charles Pollock, whose stormy younger brother Jackson emerged as one of the greatest figures in 20th-century 

art, is one such artist. The eldest of the Pollock boys, Charles’s story is less easily repackaged as myth: He spent 

the first four decades of his life committed to leftist politics, political cartooning, and social realism, having 

studied with Thomas Hart Benton at the Art Students League. Successive disenchantments with government and 

union work, followed by a nervous breakdown in 1944, brought him to abstraction’s door. By then he had long left 

New York and was teaching calligraphy, graphic design, and printmaking at Michigan State, his brother’s New 

York milieu a distant beacon. 

 “He was too late on the social scene to join, really,” Jason McCoy, Pollock’s nephew, told ARTINFO on a recent 

afternoon in New York at his Fuller Building gallery, “and so he accepted that he was going to paint for himself, 

first, and not be hugely envious of whatever else was going on around him.” Though he hardly eschewed contact 

with key artists and critics in New York, and was eventually exhibited several times in the city and elsewhere 

during his lifetime, Charles Pollock, who died in 1988 at age 85, remained relatively obscure. His first-

ever retrospective, at the Peggy Guggenheim Collection in Venice this summer, aimed to correct this condition. 

That show, which Boston Globe critic Sebastian Smee found “impressive, thought-provoking, and immensely 

poignant,” opened in April and closed September. Now, Jason McCoy Gallery is following it up with an exhibition, 

“Black to Color” (through November 13), of Pollock’s work from the 1960s, pulled from three series considered to 

be pivotal in the artist’s development: “Black and Gray,” “Rome,” and “NY.” 



We reached his second wife and widow, graphic designer Sylvia Winter Pollock, in Paris, where she lives and 

maintains the Charles Pollock Archive. 

You founded the Charles Pollock Archive in Paris a decade and a half ago, with your daughter 

Francesca Pollock — could you tell me a little bit about the archive and what you’ve done with it, 

and how it connects to this latest exhibition of Charles’s work at Jason McCoy Gallery? 

What we’ve been doing here in the last 15 years is to try and make Charles’s work visible, try to catalogue it, try to 

figure out where it started and where it went, and making sense out of it. And the result of this work we’ve been 

doing — Francesca and I do this together, in tandem — we’ve ended up with a wonderful big show and a great 

catalogue, from the Peggy Guggenheim Collection show [this summer], and the book of letters [“American Letters: 

1927-1947” (Polity, 2011)], and this gallery exhibition is like a detail of all of this work, a very elegant detail of all of 

this work. Because it treats a transitional series which is in fact perhaps particularly interesting, but there are 

others, you know — Charles went from one thing to another for different kinds of reasons, but there were always 

reasons for the kind of work he was doing and why he abandoned one thing and started something else. 

Let’s begin with some background on Charles’s early career, and his departure from New York in 

1935 right as the New York School was coalescing. How did that play out, in the long run? 

For that you have to see the difference — well there were lots of differences — between Charles and Jackson, 

personality differences and political differences. Charles was a political animal, he really believed that art could 

help change the world, that sort of makes you laugh today but he believed that. So he left New York because he 

thought he could make a contribution, that’s the way he said that — make a contribution, go and work in 

Washington. Try and go into the mountains and help people revive their old songs, and help them resettle into 

communities and start doing their crafts again, and all that terribly idealistic stuff... He was working with Charles 

Seeger, Pete Seeger’s father, trying to revive folk music. 

In an interview with David Walsh of the World Socialist Web Site a few years ago you spoke about 

how Charles’s views about art evolved through his relationship with leftist politics, and his 

successive disenchantments with how art can participate politically. How did that propel him 

toward abstraction, if at all? 



He started in Washington trying to work for the government, and that was a real bust. Government bureaucracy 

was impossible. So he thought he could do something for the unions in Detroit and that was the Automobile 

Workers. There he was assistant editor of the UAW newspaper doing political cartoons. But it was the same 

activity, it was political activity, trying to make a statement through art about politics and what was happening. 

And that turned out to be a bust too, and as he said in the end, the unions really were not interested in making the 

lives of their members better, they were interested in Robert’s Rules and bowling [laughs]. 

At that point he was also with the WPA directing the graphics and mural part of the WPA in Detroit, and he 

started himself to do a mural in Michigan, and that led to him being completely fed up with the whole business of 

social realist painting, that was the end of it. 

Did that bookend the thinking that began in Los Angeles, when a formative experience with an 

exhibition of Mexican muralists and other social realists led him, through a colleague at the Los 

Angeles Times, to go study with Thomas Hart Benton in New York in 1930? 

He was absolutely in love with the Mexican muralists, he was convinced that was the future of art at the time, 

which is what he told Jackson in a letter from 1922. But when he himself finished that three-part mural in 

Michigan in 1944, he actually had what you would have to call a nervous breakdown, and he went off to Arizona to 

paint in the desert, and when he came back he never painted social realist work again. 

So after this experience in the desert he turned exclusively to abstract painting? 

Exclusively, yeah. I’ve been looking over some of these papers and he said he was three months in the desert 

working, but I don’t know what he worked at. I didn’t meet him until 1955, so I come late to this whole situation. I 

don’t have any of his work from that period he’s talking about. There are one or two pictures from 1945 that are 

desert pictures, that are landscapes, but they’re not very abstract. It was when he came back from there that he 

started doing these abstract-y drawings with a lot of calligraphy, because that’s what he decided to teach [at 

Michigan State University]. When he came back and was supposed to teach and they wanted him to teach 

painting, he said in one of those interviews with Terence Maloon: How can you teach social realist painting to 

students today? He saw that was just not a possibility in 1945. 

Do you know what kind of intellectual influences pushed him in this direction? 



I don’t think it was connected to his brother, it was connected to the various kinds of people he was in contact with 

over those years. He was always going to New York, and he did come in contact with artists, just not very many. 

He was in part moved to do what he did by different things in his life, he decided to have a child in 1938, and once 

you do that you can’t just futz around anymore, you have to have a job, you have to earn money. He was a very 

responsible person, he was restrained, and integrity would have been his middle name, and if he ever thought 

anything critical about Jackson it was that he wasn’t settling down. But they were such different personalities, it 

was impossible not to see that and bear it in mind all the time — the oldest and the youngest. 

In Yve-Alain Bois’s review of his Chapala series from the 1950s, when they were shown at Jason 

McCoy in 2007, he attributed Charles’s restraint, his “anti-heroic art,” to “the agony caused by the 

demands of the emerging art world on his little brother Jackson.” To what extent would you say 

Charles’s evolution was influenced by his brother? 

Charles would have never said those things Yve-Alain said. He was proud of his brother, it was what you would 

call brotherly love. He thought he was doing good work. I lived with Charles for 30 years and I never saw an ounce 

of jealousy, and it was not his thing. Charles was a more intellectual and more coherent person, artistically, 

politically. 

On his intellectual life, I wanted to ask about his relationship with Clement Greenberg, as well as 

Mark Rothko, whose influence might be seen in some of the works from the ’60s, and anyone else 

from New York. 

He was a great admirer of Rothko, we knew him and we saw him. We did not see him in the same way as Barney 

Newman. He was much closer to Barnett Newman than to Rothko. Every time we went to New York we saw 

Barney Newman, and [Clement] Greenberg too, but separately, you wouldn’t see them together. 

There certainly was an influence there [from New York]. You have that “Chapala” series, which was a very 

attractive series in his life, he was obviously already interested in calligraphy and it was a handsome body of work. 

When he came back from that sabbatical year, it was like he was hit over the head time and again. Jackson died 

about five days after he came back from that sabbatical year, then his mother died two years later, then he had a 

heart attack — those years — ’56, ’57, ’58 — he didn’t work at all, he didn’t make any art at all. When he did go 

back to work, he started with black and white collage. I had been at Yale [for a graphic design MFA] and I had this 



wonderful paper called color-aid paper, and he made torn-paper collages with that paper, and that led to the black 

work, that was the beginning of all the black work. 

In fact, you can see in the black and greys that are in Jason’s show, you can see echoes of torn paper shapes. 

Yes, the edges are absolutely there. 

So that was a big part of it. And then there was one of the big black series at Jason’s as well, and that was after the 

black and grey series — the forms were getting bigger and the paintings were getting bigger as well. But he was 

still working with big black shapes, but the backgrounds were getting slightly colored. And then he gets to Rome, 

and he’s still working with black shapes, but suddenly there’s a bit of color, two of the Rome paintings have a 

stripe down the middle, of bright color. And when he came back from Rome, one of those paintings with a stripe 

of color was taken into a Whitney Annual, and personally I think that is the beginning of a whole change, a big 

change. 

You have that Whitney Annual that was at the end of 1963, and we started going to New York quite a lot — we 

didn’t have our little girl [Francesca] yet, she was born in ’67 — and he had a big exhibit at the Kresge Art Center 

of all those black paintings, and Rome paintings, then he had another big exhibition in Kalamazoo. And he started 

inviting all of his friends like Barney Newman and Piero Dorazio and Greenberg to visit Michigan State to lecture 

and to meet the staff, we had people like Jack Bush and Tony Caro… 

[Charles] burst into color. And the first color that he did was much sharper, harder, than the ones that are in 

Jason’s show, which is really sort of the zenith of those float-y looking New York series paintings — I love those 

paintings, a real mastery of color, I think. 

Charles has two legacies, in a sense—in politics and in art. How do you view these two legacies, 

and are they part and parcel of the same story or two different careers? 

Charles was one whole person all the time. I believe Charles was all about what we call transmission. In the first 

part of his life when he was so politically convinced that art could help transmit something to what we used to 

refer to as “the people.” He was persuaded that there was a way for art to play a role in enriching the lives of 

people. And when he gave up all that social realist stuff, and the cartooning — which was kind of amusing, because 

some of the cartoons are just as pertinent today — when he gave that up he tried to transmit some kind of sense of 



quality. For him, being surrounded with beautiful things is important. He used to make big loud noises about the 

horrible decorations in the dormitories at Michigan State, where we lived and where he taught, saying it was going 

to ruin kids, you couldn’t surround them with such ugliness and suppose them to become good people. That’s one 

thread from beginning to end, really. 

This interview has been edited and condensed for clarity.  

 


